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land and the Czech fortresses been preserved as French out-
posts, the deficiencies of man-power and equipment might
have been offset. And there is abundant testimony to the spirit
of resolve with which the people of France grimly moved into
the war in 1939. She was able to mobilize five million trained
men, and her Maginot Line fortifications, so much maligned,
were circumvented but never really broken through. 'If she
had been well led% writes Gordon Waterfield of Reuters, an
eye-witness of the tragedy, Trance would have shown as much
vitality as she has done during previous national emergencies.'1
'The rank and file of the French Army and the French nation
were not rotten from within, but the political system was rot-
ten and it produced leaders, with a few exceptions, who were
not fit to lead a great nation/ It is probable that after German
remilitarization of the left bank of the Rhine in 1936, the
defeat of France was inevitable if war should break out. Mili-
tary neglect of fortifications along the Franco-Belgian frontier
ensured that defeat would be rapid and decisive. It is arguable
(though not plausible) that had France not been a parlia-
mentary democracy—had she been a dictatorship or even a
presidential or cabinet democracy—her preparedness would
have been greater, her alliances firmer. But the ifs of history
are always stillborn.
In view of the concerted efforts to malign the Third Re-
public after 1940, one final caveat is necessary. In the post-war
years, parliamentary politics were shabby and often sordid,
many politicians were corrupt., the Press and the police were
notoriously bribable and open to sectional or personal in-
fluence. It is doubtful whether corruption was greater than
during some of the pre-war days: Stavisky was no worse a
scandal than Panama, and in many ways less significant than
the Dreyfus case. But the connexion between political corrup-
tion and ie -'Ktary weakness and defeat has to be proved and not
merely assumed. Corruption does not necessarily involve in-
efficiency. There is little doubt that the mosi grafi-ridden state
of modern times was Nazi Germany: yet it produced no
obvious or speedy consequences in military weakness. England
1 Cf. Gordon Waterfield; What Happened to France (1940). p. 105.

